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This paper is the second (first see [1]) in a series whose goal is to develop a
fundamentally new way of constructing theories of cacomputing (categorical computing). The
motivation comes from a desire to address certain deep issues that arise when contemplating
quantum & mathematical biology’s’ theories of space and time. A topos is special type of the
category. The topos approach to the formulation of informatics’ theories includes a new form
of informatics’ logic. We present this topos informatics’ logic, including some new results, and
compare it to standard intuitionistic logic, all with an eye to conceptual issues. Importantly,
topos informatics’ logic comes with a clear geometrical underpinning.
Key words: computing, category, topos.
But the wrongs love bears will make
Love at length leave undertaking
‘No, the more fools in do shake,
In a ground of so firm making,
Deper still they drive the stake.’ 1
Sir Philip Sidney
1. Introduction. CaComputers

The biological, neural, quantum, quantum, quantum-fields, social or cultural systems are complex natural computing informatics’ systems. To study such systems, in the last fifteen years the authors have gradually developed the notion of CACOMPUTERS (CAM).
CAM have some common characteristics: they are open (exchange with their environment).
CAM are self-organized. CAM are built up from a more large hierarchy of interacting complexity
levels. CAM may memorize their experiences to adapt to various conditions through a change of response.
Mathematics is defined as the science (In contradistinction, Newton and Leibniz think a science is defined as Mathematics) at which rephrase any information in mathematical terms. Further, we
have studied of the mathematical theory of a categorical computing systems (or cacomputing systems, CAMS).
A cacomputing system is a "set of iterative interacting neuronsimple categorical constructions", [1].
But the elements of a natural complex CAMS varies with time, for example learning new
skills. Thus they cannot be studied using observables defined on a fixed space of a stationary phases
and laws. So, we will give:
A1) a successive configurations of CAMS, formed by its components and their interactions at
a given time t (mathematical model is a time-category t-K),
A2) a process of varies with time between these configurations (mathematical model is a functor Φt-s for pair time-categories t- K , s- K ).
The components of CAMS are organized in a hierarchical structure ¥, with several levels of
1

Ні, не кохання зміст буття
Кохання, лиш, буття продовжить.
Не може буть від смерті вороття,
Земля чекає всіх, нікого не тривожить,
Обов’язковий пункт кругу життя.
Вільний переклад Valery Gritsak von Gröner
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com
mplexity. Eaach level depends of disstinct laws, but the inteerfaces
bettween levels play an esseential part.
A comp
mplex compon
nent is itselff obtained byy binding tog
gether
a sample,
s
whicch determinees its internaal organizatioon. This a sample
con
nsists in a ffamily of more
m
elementtary componnents with distind
guiished links bbetween them
m.
The traansition betw
ween successiive configuraations comess from
thee archetypal ooperations: "birth,
"
build
d, bind, deatth, partition". It is
mo
odeled by thee process of systems com
mplexificatioon. A sequen
nce of
sysstems compllexifications can lead to the formatioon of compo
onents
witth strictly inccreasing ord
ders of complexity, see fiig. 1. This prrocess
desscribes the chhange resultiing from the following opperations:
A. addition off new elemen
nts,
D. destruction
n of componeents or their rejection
r
in tthe environm
ment,
C. complexity of samples into
i
more complex compponents,
PD
D. partition aand decomposition of hiigher order ccomponents.
In this paper we asssume given abstract cateegory K (a en
nsemblees Ob(K)) toggether with relations
r
Mo
or(K).
Moreovver, (o1 → o2)Mor(K) mean
m
that thhe ensemble o1 is a
sub
bensemble o 2; while (o1 ⊥ o2)Mo
or(K) mean iis a test which o1
passses but o2 annd all its sub
bensembles faail.
2. Glossary.
G
Ca
ategory & Lo
ogic

Let *1 = (V(*1),A(*1)) and *2 = (V(*2),A
A(*2)) are th
he orPict. 1. A. Fomenko.
Hierarchiic

graaphs, where V(*1), V(*2) are vertex and A(*1)) and A(*2) are
a arrow
ws. A homom
morphism F(F
F 1,F2) from
m *1 to *2 aree the two map
ps

2
F1: V(*1) oV(*

) , F 2 : A(*1) o
o A(*2);
here the maaps F1, F2 succh that

(1)

( 1),F1(v2))A
A(*2);
(i) (F1(v
(ii) F2(ee)A(*2)
for (v1,v2)
A(*1) and for eA(*
*1).
Usuually, we refe
fer us a singlee symbol F = F(F1,F2). We
W will deno
oted by Hom((*,G) the sett of all
homomorp
phisms from an orgraph * to an orgraaph G.
A ccategory K consists
c
of tw
wo collectionns, Ob(K), whose
w
elemeents are the objects of K, and
Mor(K) thee morphismss (or arrows) of K. To eaach arrow is assigned a pair
p of objectts, called a source
and a target of the arrow
w.
Thee notation M: o1 o o2 means
m
that ass a morphism
m with sourcce of the objeect o1 and tarrget of
the object o2.

If M1: o1 o o2 and M2: o2 o
 o3 are tw
wo morphism
ms, there is a morphism M 2 ∘ M1: o1 o
 o3

called a com
mposite of M1 and M2. For each objeect o there iss a morphism
m ido, calledd an identity
y of o,
whose sourcce and targett are both o. These data aare subject to
o the followin
ng axioms:
Ѧ1)) for M: o o
o u, M D id o

idu D M M ;

Ѧ2)) for M1 : o1 o
 o2, M2: o2 o o3, M3 : o3 o o4, M3 D (M2 D M1 ) (M3 D M2 ) D M1
Furt
rther, I offer some
s
definittion.
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An epimorphism M: o → u between objects o and u, in category, is a morphism such that for
o
any pair M1,M2 : u
o of morphisms, the equality M1 D M M2 D M implies that M1 = M2. An epimoro
phism M is denoted by M : o ↠ u.

A monomorphism M: o → u between objects o and u, in category, is a morphism such that for
o
o of morphisms, the equality M D M1 M D M2 implies that M1 = M2. A monomorany pair M1,M2 : u
o
phism M is denoted by M : o !→ u.
A terminal object in a category is an object ∎ if for every object o in the category, there is one
and only one morphism o → ∎.
An initial object in a category is an object ʘ if for every object o in the category, there is one
and only one morphism ʘ → o.
An isomorphism M: o ⇜⇝ u is a a morphism M between the objects o and u, the category, if
there is a morphism \: u → o such that M ∘ \ = idu and \ ∘ M = ido.
Isomorphic objects denoted o ≅ u are said the objects o and u, if there is a morphism
M: o → u that is an isomorphism M: o ⇜⇝ u.
A global element of an object o, in a category, is defined to be a morphism M: ∎ → o. The set
of all global elements of o is denoted Γo.
A diagram

M1

o

b

\1

\
a

M

c

Fig.1
is called a pullback square provided that it commutes and that any commuting square of the form

M1

u

b

\1

\
a

M

c

There exists a unique morphism f : u → o for which the following diagrams commutes
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u

M1

f

M1

o
\1

b
\

\1
a

c

M

M1 is called a pullback of M along \.
Let ℍ be a set of monorphisms. A ℍ -subobject of an object o is a pair (u , M), where
M: u → o belongs to ℍ.
Let K be a category with terminal object ∎. A subobject classifier for K is object :  Ob(K)
together with morphism, named true, true : ∎ o: that satisfies the following axiom:
For each monomorphism M: o !o u there is one and only one morphism FM such that

M

o>

u

`!'

FM
∎

true

:

is a pullback square.
The morphism `!' denotes a unique morphism in the category. The morphism FM is called the
characteristic morphism, or character of the monomorphism (i.e., sub-object of u). The sub-object
classifier, when it exists in b, is unique, up to isomorphism (i.e., there is an isomorphism between :
and an object u).
Let K be a category with products “u”. A category K is have power objects if to each object o
there are an object ℙ(o) and an object o, and monomorphism  : o !→ ℙ(o) u o, such that for any
object u, and monomorphism r : R → u u o there is exactly one morphism ML : u → ℙ(o) for which
there is a pullback of the form

R !

r
uuo
Mr

o !



ℙ(o)uo

Note in mend that in category theory it is morphisms, rather than the objects.
A covariant functor ) : K1  K2 from the category K1 to the category K2 is a function that assigns to each object oOb(K1) a object )(o)Ob(K2), and to each morphism M: o o u, MMor(K1) a
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morphism )(M): )(o) o )(u) in such that

A. )(M1 ∘ M2) = )(M1) ∘ )(M2), for the morphisms M2: w o o, M1: o o u, whenever M1 ∘ M2
is defined
B. ) ido

id ) ( o ) for each object oOb(K1).

A contravariant functor < : K1  K2 from the category K1 to the category K2 is a function that
assigns to each object oOb(K1) a object <(o)Ob(K2), and to each morphism M: o o u,
MMor(K1) a morphism <(M): <(u) o <(o) in such that

C. <(M1 ∘ M2) = <(M1) ∘<(M2), for the morphisms M2: w o o, M1: o o u, whenever M1 ∘ M2
is defined
D. < ido

id < ( o ) for each object oOb(K1).

For each category K the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) K is finitely complete,
(2) K has pullbacks and a terminal object.
A presheaf  on a category K is a covariant functor < : K  Set, where Set is category sets and
sets functions.
A category T is a topos if T is finitely complete and has power objects.
With the term non-classical logic we refer to family of logics that differ from classical one, in
various aspects. For example, a intuitionistic logic (IL) is a part of classical logic (CL), in the sense
that all formulas provable in intuitionistic logic are also provable in classical logic.
Intuitionistic is here taken to mean that:
(IL) D   D
(CL) D   D
For those who wish to read more widely in category, graphs and logics see [2], [3].
3. Models of CAMS

Suppose K is a category such that
(i)
= Ob(K ) are an objects;
(ii)
M = Mor(K ) are a morphisms.
O will be interpreted as CAMS elements (in quantum-field theory (q-f) - observation). The
morphisms M will be interpreted as the interaction between the elements of CAMS.
A maximal object ⊞ of category
K = (Ob(K) , Mor(K))

(2)

is an unique terminal object ⊞ Ob(K) such that o o ⊞ for o Ob(K)/{⊞}. The morphism
f⊞ : o o ⊞,

(3)

is named final morphism of a element o Ob(K) (q-f interpreted : ⊞ - universe). and initial object ʘ
of K be named minimal object (q-f interpreted : ʘ

- black hole). The morphism

h∎ : o o ∎,

(4)

is named final morphism of a element o Ob(K).
¹ 4, 2011
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Fig. 22.
Examplee. A natural neurons
n
systeem (NNS) co
onsists of a single
s
neuronns and NNS’’s decision iss
compposed of its neuron’s
n
decisions. Let a pair is a dig
graph G = (V, A), where V iis a vertex (n
neurons) andd
A is aan arrows (neeurons contact). In the diigraphs modeelling naturaal neurons syystems, see th
he books [3––
4], ann energetic constraints
c
arre by the assoociation to th
heir arrows of
o a weight ((real numberr) measuringg
their strength. Thhen the weigh
ht of a compposite is a given function
n of the weigghts of its arrrows. In thiss
case, the categoryy
Kn = (Ob(Kn
(
),M
Mor(Kn))
(9)
N
can bbe constructeed as the quo
otient of the ccategory of paths
p
{Li} of
o an approprriate digraph
h by the rela-tion w
which identiifies two paths Li , Lj havving the sam
me weight N. The objectss of Ob(Kn) are neurons..
The m
morphisms of
o Mor(Kn) are
a compositee for all path
hs having thee constant weeight N0. A signal
s
trans-missiion be compoosite for all the
t morphism
ms. The categ
gorical modeel of two neuurons is by in
n figure 2. A
signaal transmissioon M1 is from
m a presynapptic neuron D1 to a postsy
ynaptic neuroon D2. If M1 is
i no inhibi-tion, then all morrphisms fM
M1 are no a orrthomorfism
m. If M1 is a in
nhibition, thhen morphism
m M1 is a or-thom
morfism to M2 and denoted
d by
M1 ⊥ M2.

(10)

ʘO
Ob(Kn) is a input port (receptors of neeurosystem NNS).
N
m 1. The triple
Theorem
Nr = (Kn,

⊥, ʘ)

(11)

is a preordered orthospaces, when Kn i s the catego
ory (9), “⊥”” are the orrthomorphism
ms (10) andd
Ob(Kn) is inpuut port of Kn.
ʘO

Picct. 3. A.Fomeenko. The Neurocompu
N
uter
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Proof. In [2].
4. Dynamic Models of CAMS
4.1. CAMST - Model of a Timescale Preordered Orthospace

Let Pr is the preordered orthospace (7). Thus they cannot be studied using observables defined
on a fixed space of a stationary phases and laws. So, CAMST is not represented by a unique category,
will give:
C1) a timescale T is a finite part of ℝ and t∈T is called a date, where T ⊂ℝ, ⅼTⅼ < ∞,
C2) a time-category t-K for each of the dates t,
C3) a relationship from the date t1 to the date t2 is a covariant relationship functor )t-s for pair timecategories t-K , s-K , where
(12)
)t-s : t-K  s-K,
for each pair date (s , t), s > t. Furthermore, the relationship functors satisfying the condition:
C3-1) if v,s,t∈T and if v > s > t, then the relationship functors )t-s ∘ )s-v, )t-v are equal.
5. Control System of CAMST
5.1. A pattern recognizer (PR)

あ (k) in a the time-category
t- K = (Ob(t-K ) , Mor(t-K) , T)

(13)

* = (V(*),A(*))

(14)

F1: V(*) o Ob(t-K ), F2 : A(*) o Mor(t-K)

(15)

(F1(v1),F1(v2)) Mor(t- K);

(16)

F2(e) Mor(t- K)

(17)

is the data of a orgraph
and a homomorphism F(F1,F2) from * to t-K, where
with

for (v1,v2)A(*) and for eA(*), and T is the timescale with the functor’s properties C1- C3-1. The
map F1 (15) compare with a vertex v of * on an object ov of t-K, called an object ov of the pattern

recognizer (or PR ) あ, and an arrow x = <v , w> from v to w in * on a morphism MxMor(t-K) from
ov to ow , called a link L(Mx) of the pattern recognizer あ. A multi-link L((Mi), o) of the pattern recognizer あ to an object oOb(t-K ) is a family of morphisms (Mi) from each oi to o, correlated by the

links of the pattern recognizer あ, that is, for each y = <oi , oj>, we have Mi = My ∘ Mj . Such a multilink defines a cone with object o and the pattern recognizer あ as its basis.
An object o* of the pattern recognizer あ(k) is a possible colimit (pc), pc denoted Co (あ→o*)
if there exists an object o*Ob(t-K ) satisfying the following conditions:
(1cl)  a noted multi-link L((\i), o*) of the PR あ to an object o*, and

30
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(2cl)  multi-linkk LCo((Ji), o#) of the PR あ to an objecct o# is boun
nd into a uniqque morphism
m M from o**
to o#.
A PR あ is called a decompositio
d
on ∇あ(o*) (see introducction) of objject o* if exiists unique a
pc Co (あ→o*).
5.2. C
Categorical Scheme-Mode
S
el of Organism
m. SCOM

Further, a sextuple
DC = (Pr
( , t-K, T, あ , *, F(F1,F
F2))
(18)
is callled a Dynaamical CAM
MST (or a C
Categorical Scheme-Mo
S
del of Orgaanism (SCO
OM)), wheree
Pr =

(Or, ⊥,

ʘ) is a preo
orderd orthoospaces and Or =

(t-K, ⊥,

⊞) iss an orthosp
pace, wheree

M
) , T) is a time-cattegory; here T is timescalee, あ is a PR
R such that
t-K = (Ob(t-K ) , Mor(t-K
(a) thhe time-categgory t-K is thee data of a orrgraph * = (V
V(*),A(*));
(b) F(F1,F2) is a homomorphi
h
sm from * too t-K, such th
hat the conditions (15)

-

(17)

hold.

A orgraphh * = (V(*),A
A(*)) of CO
OM is called
d a graph-sch
heme (or grraph-controll) of SCOM..
SCOM
M is operablle at several graph-schem
g
mes, see in fig
gure 4.

Fig. 44.
In fact, SC
COM is the sextuple
DC = (Pr
( , t-K, T, あ i, {*i}, Fi(F1-i,F2-i))
del of Orgaanism), wheere
is callled a Dynaamical CAM
MST (or a C
Categorical Scheme-Mo
S

(18)*

{*i},

i=

[1,n] are graph-ccontrols. A action-field
a
O-*i of the graph-schem
me *i = (V(*
*i),A(*i)) is the minimall
subcaategory of t-KK with Ob(O--*i)  F1-i(V
V(*i)) and Mo
or(O-*i)  F2-i(A(*i)).
5.3. B
Books and Co
omplexity of SCOM
S

Suppose the simple liinks from PR
R あ1 to PR あ2 come frrom interactiions between
n the objectss
of theese two PR; then they arre modeled bby the notion
n of a singletton. A singleeton S(あ1 ,あ
あ2) from PR
R
あ1 too PR あ2 is a maximal set of morphiisms (called darts of thee singleton S((あ1 ,あ2)) between theirr
objeccts: Ob(O-*1) and Ob(O-*
*2) if satisfyiing the follow
wing conditiions:
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(s1) For  object oOb(O-*1), there exists at least one dart of the singleton S(あ1,あ2) from o
to an object of Ob(O-*2), and if there exist several such darts, they are edged by a loop
of links L(Mo) of the PR あ2, here MoMor(O-*2);
(s2) The morphisms obtained by composing a dart of the singleton with the link of PR あ1 on
the left, or of PR あ2 on the right are in the singleton S(あ1 ,あ2).
Further, a singleton from PR あ1 to PR あ2 binds into a unique morphism M(o1o2)Mor(t-K)
from o1Ob(O-*1) to o2Ob(O-*2), called a (あ1,あ2)-simple respectively in the categories O-*1 and O*2.

Theorem 2. Let o1Ob(O-*1), o2Ob(O-*2), o3Ob(O-*3). Suppose the morphism M(o1o2) is (

あ1,あ2)-simple and if the morphism M(o2o3) is (あ2,あ3)-simple; then their composite M(o1o2) ∘ M(o2o3)
is (あ1,あ3)-simple.
Proof is in [2],[5]-[7].
Let წ and ჭ are two pattern recognizers in SCOM (18)*. Then decomposition ∇წ(o) and ∇ჭ(o)
of an object oOb(O-*k), *k {*i}, are said to be equivalent if there exists a singleton S(წ , ჭ) from
წ to ჭ connection of o such that this connection is a (წ,ჭ)-simple dart. An object o is book (or catmanifold) if it present at least two non-equivalent decompositions ∇წ(o) and ∇ჭ(o).
Now, (see introduction) we shall say that a complexity m of SCOM (18)* is called the length
of a maximal pairwise different chain of pattern recognizers
;1, . . ., ;i, ;i+1, . . ., ;m
such that  ;i and  ;i 1 are non-equivalent decompositions.

(19)

Example. In natural biological systems (for example, biological organisms) consists of an organs, the pattern recognizer play an important part (see the paper [4]).
6. Hierarchical CaComSystems

We will use terms from previous paragraph.
If Co (あ→o) is the pc of a PR あ of linked L((Mj),oi) objects oiOb(t-K ) and if each oi is the pc
Co (あi→ oi) of a PR あi , we say that o is a second-branchification of (あ,(あi)), or that (あ,(あi)) is a
branchification of o of length 2.
Further, we define:
A n-iterated possible colimit (or n-pc) o is the pc Cn (あ→o) of a pattern recognizer あ each
object of which is itself a (n -1)-iterated colimit. A n-branchification of o is the data of a decomposition ∇あ(o) of o and of a (n-1)-branchification of each component of this decomposition.
Now a category t-K is hierarchical if its objects Ob(t-K) are partitioned in a sequence of complexity levels 0,1,...,m (see (19)), so that an object o Ob(O-*k), *k {*i},of level m+1 is the pc of at
least one the PR formed by linked objects oi of level m.
A morphism fMor(t-K) between two objects o1,o2Ob(t-K) of level m +1 is called an nsimple link if f is a dart of a singleton S(あ1 ,あ2)) between two PR あ1 andあ2 of level less or equal to
m. A morphism fMor(t-K) is a n-complex link if it is the composite of m-simple darts non-adjacent
singletons, so that it is not n-simple.
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A m-book (or m-catmanifold) is called if for each m, there exist objects o Ob(O-*k), *k
{*i}, of level m+1 which admit non-equivalent branchification of level m.
Theorem 3. The existence of m-complex links necessitates that the category t-K satisfies:
For each m, there exist m-books bOb(O-*k), *k {*i}, of level m+1.

(i)
(ii)

An object oOb(O-*k), *k {*i}, of level m can participate in several PR あ having different n-pc at level m+1.
Proof is in [2],[5]-[7].
A height of complexity of an object oOb(O-*k), *k {*i}, is the smallest h such that there

exists a pattern of linked objects of level h with o as its possible h -colimit Ch (あ→o). And o is rreducible for each r greater than or equal to its order.
Theorem 4. An object oOb(O-*k), *k {*i} of level m+1 which admits a decomposition
∇წ(o) of level m (see (19)) in which all the distinguished links multi-link L((Mi), o) are (m -1)-simple is
(m -1)-reducible.
Proof is in [5].
But on the other hand exist next the theorem.
Theorem 5. An object oOb(O-*k), *k {*i} will not be (m -1)- reducible if its decompositions ∇წ(o) of level m have some of their multilink’s L((Mi), o) which are not (m -1)-simple.
Proof is in [5].
Moreover, the next theorem is important.
Theorem 6. A category t-K from DC (18)* is a topoi T.
Proof is in [7].
7. Compound Hierarchical CaComSystems

In a CaComSystems, the transitions come from a complexification process with respect to a
strategy.
A strategy St on a SCOM DC = (Pr , t-K, T, あi, {*i}, Fi(F1-i,F2-i))
is the quintuple
St = (V,O,D,L,P)

(20)

consists:
- a set V of “external elements” vertices of the graphs {*i};
- a set O of objects of the category t-K;
- a set D of the decompositions ∇წ(o), oO without a colimit of level 1;
- a set L of a multi-link L((Mi), o);
- a set P of PR あi with a pc to the decompositions ∇წ(o).
The Compound Hierarchical (CH) CH of CaComSystems DC (18)* with respect to the strategy St (20) is building CaComSystems DC* in which St are realized in the most minimal way. In other
words, DC* no contains DC* is building CaComSystems DC* in which St are realized. The illustration of
CH sees in figure 5.
An important result is the next theorem.
Theorem 7. The reduction process from theorems 3-4 with strategy St (20) cannot be reduced
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to a unique a compoundd hierarchicall CH for DC (118)* with non
ntrivial comp
ponents in (118)*.
Prooof is in [5–77].
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Категор
рные вычи
ислительн
ные систем
мы
Этаа статья явлляется второ
ой (первая — [1]) в ряд
ду, цель котторого состооит в том, чтобы
ч
развить суущественноо новый
способ посстроения тееории категорных вычислений
й. Обращение к ээтой теме вызвано
желанием рассмотретть определенные гглубокие прроблемы,
возникающ
щие при изучении
и
теорий проостранства и времени в кванттовой и математической биолоогии. Топосс — особый тип каатегории. Топосный
Т
подход к формулироовке теорий инфоррматики созздает новую формуу логики в информаи
тике. Мы п
представляем
м логику
этой топоссной инфоррматики,
включая неекоторые новые результаты, и сравниваеем ее со
стандартноой интуициоонисткой
логикой, обращаясь к концептуальным проблемам.. Важно,
что топосн
ная логика информаи
тики идет с ясным гееометрическим поддкреплением
м.
Клю
ючевые слоова: вы- Pict 5. G. K
Klimt. Hierarrchic of Lifee
числение, ккатегория, топос.
т
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